# Index

A

absolute address 31–32
acceptable use policy (AUP) 60
achromatic colors 118
Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) 13, 236
ARPANet 13
aesthetic principles 145–148
golden ratio 146
Rule of Thirds 147
age appropriateness 66–72
alley. See gutter
ALT tag 278
analysis, design, development, implementation, & evaluation (ADDIE) model 162–163
anchors 263–264
animation
concepts 108–109
frame reduction 114
new techniques 109–112
Flash animation 110–111
virtual reality (VR) animation 111–112
software 107–112
antialiasing 118

antivirus tools 57–58
applets 272
ARCHIE 236
arithmetic and logic unit (ALU) 5
artificial intelligence (AI) devices 3
assistive technology 279

B

back projection 196
black and white pictures 119
Boolean expression 14–15
brightness 118

call sheet 196
camera-ready state 134
card-based systems 213–215
HyperCard 213
cascading style sheets (CSS) 260, 275
director 275
casting 196
central processing unit (CPU) 5
charts 32–37
clip 196
coder-decoder (CODEC) 183
color theory 14–15
  additive colors 148
  red, green, & blue (RGB) 148
color space 151
color wheel 149–151
complementary colors 150
  meaning 150–152
  mixing 149–150
  subtractive colors 148
  cyan, magenta, yellow, & black (CMYK) 148
Web-safe colors 271
command line interface (CLI) 237
common gateway interface (CGI) 272
compression 218, 223
  standards
    MP3 217
computer
  functions 4
  screen
    capture 104
constants 27
contrast 118
cross-cutting 196
cut 196
cyberculture 293

D
data
  projector 221
defragmenter 56
desktop publishing 121–137
device drivers 59
digital
  audio workstation (DAWS) 216
  cameras 97–101
    features 97–100
    picture composition 100–101
  divide 17–20, 295–297
  literacy 88
  scanners 102–103
directory
  file structure 9–10
dissolve 196
distance education 290–293
distribution boxes 216
dithering 113, 118
document cameras 221
dolly shot 196
domain name service (DNS) 239
dot
  pitch 118
dots
  per inch (dpi) 103, 119
drawing tablets 104–105
draw programs 92–95
dynamic HTML (DHTML) 260

E
editing 197
electronic
  database management system (DBMS) 39–49
  filters 44–46
  forms 46–47
  queries 44–46
  reports 48
  spreadsheets 26
  equal access 290, 296
  establishing shot 197
  extensible
    HTML (XHTML) 260
    markup language (XML) 260

F
"fair use" guidelines 15, 224
fade 197
fast motion 197
feature film 197
FETCH 236
file
  compression 58–59
  format converters 59–60
  management utility system 56
  size reduction 112–114
  fill 118
  filtering software 295
  firewalls 295
  firewire 191, 193
  footage 197
  frames per second (FPS) 107
full motion 197
shot 197

G
Gopher 236
grade appropriateness 66–72
graphics
editing 105–106
formats 106–107
from clipart collections 96
from the web
downloads 96
image archives 96
literacy 33, 141–143
storage 267–269
user interface (GUI) 237
gutter 130

H
hanging indent 131
hierarchical structure. See tree structure
hierarchy 39
highlights 118
histogram 118
hue 118
hypermedia 80. See also hypertext
hypertext 80, 206
markup language (HTML) 263
editors 264–266
tutorial Web sites 262
transfer protocol (HTTP) 239

I
image
capture 104
maps 263, 270, 277
inclusive design. See universal design
input/output (I/O) devices 6
insert 197
instructional
design (ID)
models (IDM) 162–163
software
drills and practice 78
educational games 78
problem solving 79
simulations 79
tutorials 78
systems
design (ISD) 162
interlacing 113, 268
Internet
addresses (IP) 239
service providers (ISP) 13

J
jaggies 118
jump cut 197

K
kerning 123, 129
key frame 196
kiosks 215, 221–224

L
"lock it down" 197
lighting 152–156
line of sight 188
Linux 9
local area networks (LANs) 60, 232–235
long shot 197
low-angle shot 197
luminance 118

M
macro lenses 197
macros 38–39
media
acquisition 169–170
literacy 141–143
maintenance 170–171
medium shot 197
memex machine 206
mix 197
mixing console/desk 216
montage 197
morphing 197
multimedia 206–225
authoring
programs 206–215
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dissemination formats 220–224
project
design teams 167–169
director 168
evaluation 219–220
executive producer 169
life cycle 166–167
alpha testing 167
beta testing 167
management 163–166
production crew 167–169
art director 168
audio/video specialists 168
audio technicians 168
camera operator 167
content experts 167
developers 167
graphic artists 168
instructional designers 167
lead programmer 167
program authors 167
project manager 167
script writers 167
sound engineers 168
testers 168
video specialist 167
writers 167
musical instrument digital interface (MIDI) 181, 216

P
"pack & go" feature 220
"pan and scan" 197
page layout programs 122, 123
paint programs 91–92
pan 197
point of view (POV) 197
presentation software 207–213
print tiling 133
probeware 54–55
productivity tools 25
project studios 215–216, 216
properties (props) 198
prototype 163–168

R
random access memory (RAM) 5–6
read-only memory (ROM) 5
regional internet registries (RIRs) 240
relative position 31
resolution 119
retake 198
reverberation 181, 182
rough cut 198

S
sampling rate 183, 196
saturation 119
scripts 258, 263, 272–275, 281
server-side markup (SSM) scripts 273
sharpness 119
shot 198
shutter speed 198
slideshows 224
software 11–13
authoring programs 11
electronic reference software 12
instructional software 12
productivity software 11
sources 12–13
Spam 295
special effects 198
still
capture 104
stock
  footage 198
  photography 105
storyboard 164–169, 185, 191, 200
streaming audio/video 194–195
style sheets 133
synthesized sounds 181

T
  take. See shot
  teacher
    productivity software 25
    technologists 2
telementing 289
templates 124, 133
text
  composition 125
  flow. See text wrap
  wrap 130
thumbnail 119
tilt 198
tracking 129
transmission control protocol/Internet protocol (TCP/IP)
  network 239
transparency 268
traveling matte shot 198
tree structure 9
trojan program 57
typeface 125–129, 133
  sans serif 125–126
  serif 125–126
Type II software applications 80
Type I software applications 80
typography 125–127

U
  uniform resource locator (URL)
    236, 238, 239, 242
universal
  design 72–78
  process 19
  serial bus (USB) port 6
UNIX 9
up angle. See low-angle shot
user navigation 144–145

V
  VERONICA 236
  video
    production phases
      postproduction 189–195
      preproduction 184–187
      production 187–188
  vignette 198
  virtual
    learning
      communities (VLC) 286–290
        evaluation 287
  virus hoaxes 57
  visual
    communications 89–115
    animations 89
    graphics 89
    effects 198
    literacy 32–33, 141–143

W
  Web
    accessibility initiative (WAI) 279
    browser 237–240
    design
      tools 258–281
    development team 244–247
    application developer 245
    graphic designer 247
    project manager 245
    systems administrator 246–247
    Webmaster 245
    directory 15
    graphics
      tools 266–267
    page
      construction 258–259
      scripting 263
    projects 240–244
      life cycle 252–254
    sites
      , educational 247–252, 258
      evaluation 292–293
      protection 280–281
    WebQuest 295
what you see is what you get (WYSIWYG) 134, 260
what you see is what you print (WYSIWYP) 134, 135
white space 132
wide area network (WAN) 231–232
Word macro viruses 57
word processing 122–123, 127–134
World Wide Web (WWW) 13, 237–240
worm programs 57

Z.

zipping. See file compression
zoom 187–188, 198